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1. Setup 
 

1.1 Configuration Package 
In the configuration package you must import the rapid start package by choosing Process, 

Import Package 

 

 

1.2 Item Worksheet Template 
Create a new Item Worksheet Template. 

 

In the field “Config. Package Code” you select the configuration package created in chapter 

Configuration Package. 

 

1.3 Item Worksheet Name 
After you created a new item worksheet template, you must create a new item worksheet 

name by choosing Related, Template, Item Worksheet Names in the ribbon of the item 

worksheet template. 
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You can fill the following fields: 

• Create Item No. 

When you import item (variants) in the item worksheet and the field “Create Item No.” is 

marked (in case the items are created by vendor) a new item no. will be created when 

items are created from the item worksheet. 

When the field “Create Item No.” is not marked (in case the items are created from an 

old system or from an upgrade), the item number is the same as the imported item 

number. If the item number already exists for an item, then the item worksheet line is an 

update of the item.  

In both cases the following overrules the determination of the item number: If the 

combination of “Vendor No.” and the “Vendor Item No.” in the item worksheet already 

exists for an item, then this item number is taken over to the item worksheet line (in this 

case the item worksheet line is an update of this item). 

• Item No. Series 

When the field “Create Item No.” is marked and the field “Item No. Series” is filled with a 

number series, then the created items get an item number from this number series (take 

care that the field “Default Nos.” is marked for this Number Series). When the field 

“Create Item No.” is marked and the field “Item No. Series” is not filled, then the created 

items get an item number from the number series set in the inventory setup. 

• Use Default Costing Method 

When the field “Use Default Costing Method” is marked, then the created items always 

get the costing method set in the inventory setup (= the field “Default Costing Method”). 

 

1.4 Field Setup 
Which fields you want to see in the item worksheet can be set in the field setup. You can set 

this by choosing Related, Field Setup in the ribbon of the item worksheet template. All the 

fields are marked, but you can unmark the fields you do not want to see in the item 

worksheet. The fields for which the field “Mandatory” is marked, cannot be unmarked. 

 

2. Item Worksheet 
When you open the item worksheet the following screen is opened: 

 

In the header you see the fields “Create Item No.”, “Item No. Series” and “Use Default 

Costing Method”. These fields are taken over from the Item Worksheet Name (See chapter 

Item Worksheet Name). These fields are not editable. If you want to change it, you must 
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change it in the worksheet name (choose the AssistEdit after the field Worksheet Name. In 

the screen opened you can change the fields).   

3. Import 
If you want to import items by item worksheet you must choose in the ribbon Import 

 

If you want to import items without colors and sizes you choose Import Items and if you want 

to import items with colors and sizes you choose Import Item, Colors and Sizes. The import 

is done by the configuration package (See chapters Configuration Package and Item 

Worksheet Template). 

For example, I import Item, Colors and Sizes. You select the Excel File and after that the 

following screen is shown: 

 

In this screen you select Import, and the Excel File is imported: 

 

I will explain different issues of the Item Import in the following chapters: 

3.1 Item No. 
You see two fields for item number: 

• Item No. (Import/Export) 

• Item No. 
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In the Import File an item number is specified. This item number is filled in the field “Item No. 

(Import/Export)”. If the combination of “Vendor No.” and the “Vendor Item No.” (these fields 

are imported too) in the item worksheet already exists for an item, then this item number is 

taken over to the field “Item No.” in the item worksheet line (in this case the item worksheet 

line is an update of this item). In the example above you see in the fourth line the field “Item 

No. (Import/Export)” = 10006 and the field “Item No.” = 10000. The imported item worksheet 

line with item number 10006 has a vendor number and vendor item number which already 

exists for item number 10000, so that is why the field “Item No.” is filled with 10000. 

For the other imported item worksheet lines, no items are found based on the imported 

vendor number and vendor item number. The field “Create Item No.” is marked, so the field 

“Item No.” is left empty for those item worksheet lines (When the field “Create Item No.” was 

marked, the field “Item No.” was filled with the same value as the field “Item No. 

(Import/Export)”).  

When you create items from the item worksheet the field “Item No.” is used for defining the 

item number of the item (See chapter Create Item). 

 

3.2 Season Code 
You only can import one season per item (=field “Item No.”) or one season per combination 

of vendor number and vendor item number. In the example above you see in the first two 

lines the field “Season Code” in red. This means an item is imported twice with a different 

season. In the first two lines the vendor number and vendor item number combination are 

the same. 

 

In this case you must delete one of the lines or change the vendor number or vendor item 

number when this was filled wrong in the imported Excel sheet. When you for example 

change the Vendor Item No. in the first line to 10000T20039 you have two different vendor 

number and vendor item number combinations, so these two lines will be seen as two 

different items which will be imported. 

The Season Code in the first two lines are now shown in black and not in red anymore 

(errors are shown in red (See chapter Errors and Warnings)): 
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3.3 No. of Colors 
In the field “No. of Colors” you see how many colors are imported. When you click on this 

quantity a new screen is opened with the imported colors of the selected item worksheet 

line. 

 

In this screen you can change the following fields: 

• Item Phase Code 

• Composition Code 

• Tariff No. 

• Order Threshold 

• Delivery Drop 

These fields can differ per color. Also, you see per color the number of variants in the field 

“No. of Variants”. If you change a value for one of these five fields for a color, the value of 

this field will be changed in the same field for all the variants with this color too. For example, 

when you press on the “No. of Variants” (= ‘7’) for color OFF-WHITE the following screen is 

opened: 

  

Item Phase Code for all variants with color OFF-WHITE = BUYING. When you change for 

this color the Item Phase to DESIGN, then all the variants with color OFF-WHITE are 

changed to DESIGN too: 
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3.4 No. of Sizes 
In the field “No. of Sizes” you see how many sizes are imported. When you click on this 

quantity a new screen is opened with the imported sizes of the selected item worksheet line. 

 

In this screen you can change the following fields: 

• Net Weight 

• Gross Weight 

• VAT Prod. Posting Group 

These fields can differ per size. Also, you see per size the number of variants in the field 

“No. of Variants”. If you change a value for one of these three fields for a size, the value of 

this field will be changed in the same field for all the variants with this size too. For example, 

when you press on the “No. of Variants” (= ‘4’) for size XL the following screen is opened: 

  

Gross Weight for all variants with size XL = 1.3. When you change for this size the Gross 

Weight to 1.25, then all the variants with size XL are changed to 1.25 too: 
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3.5 No. of Variants 
In the field “No. of Variants” you see how many variants are imported. When you click on this 

quantity a new screen is opened with the imported variants of the selected item worksheet 

line. 

 

In this screen you can change the following fields and can differ per variant.: 

• Net Weight 

• Gross Weight 

• Item Phase Code 

• Tariff No. 

 

The following fields must differ per variant if filled: 

• Barcode No. Base UoM 

• Barcode No. Purchase UoM 

• Barcode No. Sales UoM 

 

3.6 Change value in item worksheet 
When you change a value in the Item Worksheet, the following will be changed: 

• The value of the same field will be changed in all the item variants worksheet line for the 

selected item worksheet line.  
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• If you change the value of the fields Item Phase Code, Composition Code, Tariff No., 

Order Threshold or Delivery Drop, then the value of the same field will be changed in all 

the item color worksheet lines for the selected item worksheet line. 

• If you change the value of the fields Net Weight, Gross Weight or VAT Prod. Posting 

Group, then the value of the same field will be changed in all the item size worksheet 

lines for the selected item worksheet line. 

 

3.7 Size Range & 2nd Size Range 
When an item worksheet line has item size worksheet lines, then the field “Size Range 

Code” and eventually also the field “2nd Size Range Code” (when item also has 2nd size 

codes) must be filled. if an item worksheet has item size worksheet lines and no size range 

code is filled, then the field “No. of Sizes” is shown in red (errors are shown in red (See 

chapter Errors and Warnings)):  

 

When you go to the item size worksheet (for the last line with “Item No. (Import/Export)” = 

10012) the following is shown: 

 

All the size codes are shown in red. 

When you select the field “Size Range Code” in the item worksheet and use the AssistEdit, 

then all the Size Ranges are shown which has the sizes of the item size worksheet in his 

size range. When we do this for the last line the following size ranges are suggested: 
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There is only one suggestion. After selecting this size range the field “No. of Sizes” is not 

shown in red anymore (if item size worksheet has another errors, then this field is still in red 

of course): 

 

The Item Size Worksheet is now updated as following: 

 

If you for example fill a size range which does not have all the sizes in his range, then only 

the sizes which do not exist in the size range are shown in red (and the field “No. of Sizes” in 

the item worksheet is shown in red too). If for example size XXL does not exist in size range 

XXS-5XL, then the Size Code XXL was shown in red. The other size codes were shown in 

black. 

The other way to fill “Size Range Code” or “2nd Size Range Code” is by choosing Prepare, 

Suggest Size Ranges in the ribbon. In this case when all the sizes of the item size worksheet 

only exist in one size range, then this size range is filled in the Size Range (or eventually 2nd 

Size Range when an item has 2nd size codes). This is done for all item worksheet lines (so 

not only for the selected line). This can be useful when no size ranges are imported. 
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3.8 Unit of Measure 
You can import three types of Unit of Measure: 

• Base Unit of Measure 

• Purchase Unit of Measure 

• Sales Unit of Measure 

When you import the field “Purch. Unit of Measure” you also must fill the field “Qty. Purch. 

Unit of Measure”. When you import the field “Sales Unit of Measure” you also must fill the 

field “Qty. Sales Unit of Measure”. If for example the Base Unit of Measure = PCS and 

Purchase Unit of Measure = BOX, then in the field “Qty. Purch. Unit of Measure” you must fill 

how much of the base unit (=PCS) fit in 1 Purchase Unit of Measure (=BOX). 

 

3.9 Barcode 
If item variants are imported, then the imported barcodes must always be per item variant. If 

item variants are not imported, then the imported barcodes are per item. You can import 

barcodes per 

• Base Unit of Measure 

• Purchase Unit of Measure 

• Sales Unit of Measure 

When for example the Base unit of Measure = PCS and Purchase Unit of Measure = BOX, 

then they both have another barcode for an item variant. You specify the barcode in the 

following fields: 

• Barcode No. Base UoM 

• Barcode No. Purch. UoM 

• Barcode No. Sales UoM 

 

If a barcode is imported, this will be checked as following: 
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• When the imported item (variant) already is in the system (so it is an update of the 

current item variant) and the imported barcode is different from the barcode in our 

system, then the following warning is shown (and the field is shown in green): 

See chapter Errors and Warnings how you can see warnings and errors. 

It is just a warning that barcodes will not be overwritten, and you do not have to fix this. 

This is done when you validate the item worksheet line (See chapter Validated). 

 

• When the imported item (variant) is new, and the imported barcode already exists for 

another item (variant) then the field is shown in red. You can see that in the example 

above for color OFF-WHITE and size S. The following error is shown: 

 

 

See chapter Errors and Warnings how you can see warnings and errors. This must be 

fixed manually. 

 

3.10 Errors and Warnings 
After importing the item worksheet, the system looks if there are warnings or errors. 

Warnings are shown in green, and errors are shown in red.  

 

If a field in the item worksheet is filled, then all the item variants must have the same value 

for this field (except for the fields mentioned in chapters No. of Colors, No. of Sizes and No. 

of Variants). If one item variant has a different value, then the field is shown in green in the 

item worksheet. In the example above for the third line the field “Collection Code” is in green, 

so in at least one item variant the collection code has another value. You do not have to fix 

this manually. This is done when you validate the item worksheet line (See chapter 

Validated). This is also the case in 

• the item color worksheet (except for the fields “Item Phase Code” and “Tariff No.”, 

because these fields can differ per item variant). If there is at least one warning in the 

item color worksheet, then the field “No. of Colors” is shown in green like in the third line 

in the example above. 

• the item size worksheet (except for the fields “Net Weight” and “Gross Weight”, because 

these fields can differ per item variant). If there is at least one warning in the item size 

worksheet, then the field “No. of Sizes” is shown in green like in the fourth line in the 

example above. 
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If a field in the item worksheet has a table relation and the value of this field does not exist in 

the related table, then this field is shown in red. In this case you must change the value or 

add the value in the related table. In the example above for the fourth line the field “Item 

Phase Code” is in red, because the value ‘STOP’ does not exist in the related table Item 

Phase. 

This is also the case in  

• the item color worksheet. If there is at least one error in the item color worksheet, then 

the field “No. of Colors” is shown in red like in the fourth line in the example above. 

• the item size worksheet. If there is at least one error in the item size worksheet, then the 

field “No. of Sizes” is shown in red like in the sixth line in the example above. 

• the item variant worksheet. If there is at least one error in the item variant worksheet, 

then the field “No. of Variants” is shown in red like in the third line in the example above. 

A worksheet line can never be validated when there is at least one error in the item 

worksheet line, related item color worksheet lines, related item size worksheet lines or 

related item variant worksheet lines. 

 

If you want to see all the errors and warnings in the item worksheet, then select Validate, 

Show Error Log in the ribbon. The following is shown: 

 

If you want to see the errors and warnings of the selected item worksheet line, then select 

Validate, Show Error Log Selected Line in the ribbon. The following is shown for the third line 

(Item No. (Import/Export) = 10005): 
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In the Item Size Worksheet and Item Color Worksheet you have both options in the ribbon 

too. In that case you can see all the error and warning in all or in the selected item size 

worksheet line(s) or in all or in the selected item color worksheet line(s) for a selected item 

worksheet line. For example, the item color worksheet from the third line of the item 

worksheet (Item No. (Import/Export) = 10005): 

 

 

3.11 Validated 
When you import the item worksheet the item worksheet lines are checked if they have 

warnings and errors. If an item worksheet line does not have warnings and errors, the field 

“Validated” is marked. In the example below only the fifth line (Item No. (Import/Export) = 

10008) has no messages or errors, so this line is validated: 

 

If it is a new item, then the field “Action Type” = Create. If it is an update of an existing item, 

then the field “Action Type” = Update. 

When you fix errors and/or warnings and because of fixing this an item worksheet line has 

no errors and warnings anymore, the field “Validated” is marked too and the field “Action 

Type” will be filled. For example, the first two lines both only have 1 error, because of the 

following error: 

For the first line I change the vendor item number to 10000T20039, so this error for both 

lines is fixed. Because these lines do not have other errors or warnings, the field “Validated” 

will be marked and the field “Action Type” will be filled: 
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You also can validate by choosing Validate, Validate in the ribbon. 

When an item worksheet line only has warnings, you can validate the item worksheet line 

manually by marking the field “Validate” for the selected line. For example, the third line 

(Item No. (Import/Export) = 10005) has the following warnings (and no errors): 

When you mark the field “Validated” manually these warnings will be fixed as following: 

• First warning: There is one line in the item variant worksheet which has the value 

“BEACH” for the field “Collection Code”. This will be overwritten by the value from the 

item worksheet line (=SPORTS). 

• Second warning: There is one line in the item variant worksheet which has the value “9” 

for the field “Qty. Purch. Unit of Measure”. This will be overwritten by the value from the 

item worksheet line (=10). 

• Third warning: There is one line in the item variant worksheet which has the value “11” 

for the field “Qty. Sales Unit of Measure”. This will be overwritten by the value from the 

item worksheet line (=10). 

• Fourth warning: There is one line in the item variant worksheet which has the value “3” 

for the field “Delivery Drop Code”. This will be overwritten by the value from the item 

color worksheet line (=2). 
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4. Create/Update items 
 

4.1 Create/Update Items 
You can create or update items by choosing Posting, Create/Update Items in the ribbon. Only the 

item worksheet lines which are validated (the field “Validated” is marked) are processed.  

 

In this case 4 lines will be processed, and they are all new items (Action Type = Create). The 

item number of the created item is defined as following: 

• When the field “Item No.” is filled, the new item gets this item number (See chapter Item 

No. how the field Item No. is filled)  

• When the field “Item No.” is not filled and the field “Item No. Series” in the header is 

filled, the new item gets the item number from this number series. 

• When the field “Item No.” is not filled and the field “Item No. Series” in the header is not 

filled too, the new item gets the item number from the item number series set in the field 

“Item Nos.” in the Inventory Setup. 

When you create/update the items you get the following message when it is finished: 

All the four lines are processed, and these lines are deleted from the item worksheet line. 

When an item worksheet line gives an error when creating or updating the item, this error will 

be shown in the item worksheet line in the field “Create Item Error Message” and the 

process continue with the next item worksheet line. 
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The four items are created: 

 

For example, Item I-10054 is created as following: 

• Item Card 

 

• Item Color 
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• Item Season Color 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Item Size 

 

• Item Cross Reference 

 

For the item sizes only the item sizes in the item size worksheet are imported. Item I-100054 

had the following item size worksheet: 
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Size Range XXS-5XL has the following sizes: 

  

The sizes 4XL and 5XL are copied to the item (field “Copy to Item” is marked) and size XXS not 

(field “Copy to Item” is not marked), whereas sizes 4XL and 5XL are not in the item size 

worksheet and size XXS is in the item size worksheet. As you can see above size XXS is created 

for item I-100054 and sizes 4XL and 5XL not, so the item size worksheet overrules the standard 

size range copy to Item functionality. 

The variants are created by standard K3|pebblestone functionality. If you want to import 

sales documents or purchase documents too, you must define the variant code for these 

import sales documents or purchase documents by item number, color code, size code and 

2nd size code. 

 

4.2 Carry-over 
You also can import an item for a new season. For example, you import the following item: 

This is the import for item I-10054 (based on the fields “Vendor No.” and “Vendor Item No.” the 

system finds item I-10054) and season 2021FW. In the example above we created this item for 

season 2020FW in the colors OFF-WHITE, BLACK, BLUE and RED.  
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In the item color worksheet line 3 colors are imported for item I-10054 and season 2021FW: 

 

OFF-WHITE and BLACK are not used in this season and GREEN is a new color. When you 

update this item by choosing Posting, Create/Update Items in the ribbon the following is 

processed for item I-10054: 

In the Item Card the field “Season Code” is changed to 2021FW and the season 2020FW 

can be seen in the field “Previous Seasons” 

 

The color GREEN is added in the Item Color: 
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The following season item colors are created for item I-10054 and season 2021FW: 

 

For color GREEN the variants are created by standard K3|pebblestone functionality. Also, 

the item cross references for those variants are created when a barcode is filled in the item 

variant worksheet lines. 
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5. Export 
 

5.1 Get Items 
If you want to export items you first must select which items you want to export by choosing 

Export, Get Items in the ribbon of the item worksheet. A new screen is opened in which you 

can set filters on fields: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After pressing the OK button the items are created in the item worksheet: 

• Item Worksheet Line 

 

• Item Color Worksheet (Push on the number (7) in the field “No. of Colors”) 
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• Item Size Worksheet (Push on the number (8) in the field “No. of Sizes”) 

 

• Item Variant Worksheet (Push on the number (56) in the field “No. of Variants”) 

 

5.2 Export Item Worksheet 
If you want to export the item (variant) worksheet you select Export, Export Item, Colors and 

Sizes (If you only want to export the item you select Export, Export Items). An Excel sheet is 

created. 

The export is done by the configuration package (See chapters Configuration Package and 

Item Worksheet Template). 

 

 

6. Technical remark 
On all places events are created, so if a customer wants new fields and be imported and 

processed by the imported item worksheet, the partner can interfere for these new fields by 

using the events. 
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Updated April 2022 – Add dimensions as 
columns 
 

1. Setup 
1.1 General Ledger Setup 
In the General Ledger Setup you can set the Shortcut Dimension Codes (this is standard 

BC). 

 

1.2 Configuration package 
In the Configuration package the fields for Shortcut Dimensions must be added when you 

want to import them: 
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1.3 Item Worksheet Template 
In the Item Worksheet Template, you must open the Field Setup in the ribbon. The fields for 

shortcut dimension are added in the Field Setup, so you can (un)select them if you want to 

see or not to see the shortcut dimensions in the item worksheet. 

 

2. Process 
 

2.1 Item Worksheet 
In the item worksheet the shortcut 

dimensions are added (when they are 

marked in the field setup): 
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These shortcut dimensions are depended on the setting in the general ledger setup (see 

chapter 1.1.1 General Ledger Setup). Only the shortcut dimensions which are set in the 

general ledger setup are shown here. For example, all the shortcut dimensions are marked 

in the field setup, but in the general ledger setup only the fields “Shortcut Dimension 3 Code” 

and “Shortcut Dimension 4 Code” have a dimension code filled. In this case only the fields 

“Shortcut Dimension 3 Code” and “Shortcut Dimension 4 Code” are shown in the item 

worksheet. 

 

You can import the shortcut dimensions into the item worksheet. For example, the following 

import have the following shortcut dimension values: 

 

 

This import leads to the following item worksheet: 
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When you create an item from this, the following item is created: 

 

 

In the ribbon you select Related, Item, Dimension when you want to see which dimensions 

are created. For the imported item from the item worksheet the following dimensions are 

created (2 general dimensions and 6 shortcut dimensions): 
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Updated September 2022 – Automatic 
validation depended on setup 
 

1.1 Item Worksheet Name 
In the Item Worksheet Name the field “Automatic Validation” is added: 

When this field is marked the validation is automatically executed when 

• Importing item (variants) 

• Changing a value of a field 

 

When this field is not marked, the validation only is done manually when 

• Choosing Validate, Validate in the ribbon 

• Marking the field “Validated”  
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1.2 Technical remark 
When a field is added in the Item Worksheet Line, this field also must be added in table 

11006857 "K3PF Item Wksh Line Expr":  

• The added field in the Item worksheet Line must have the same ID as the same added 

field in table 11006857 "K3PF Item Wksh Line Expr".  

• The added field in table 11006857 "K3PF Item Wksh Line Expr" must have the type 

Enum “K3C Message Type” 

For example: 

Field in table K3PF Item Worksheet Line: 

 

 

 

 

 

Field in table K3PF Item Wksh Line Expr: 

 

 

 

 

A field is shown in red when there is an error and a field is shown in green when there is a 

message. A change has been made for this with the extra table 11006857 "K3PF Item Wksh 

Line Expr", which leads to a significant improvement in the performance of the item 

worksheet. 

When you add a new field in the item worksheet line, but you do not add this same field in 

the item wksh line expr, then this field never will be shown in red or green in case of an error 

or a message.  

 


